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ABSTRACT: The morphology of free-flowed and gravity
consolidated crystal powder beds of the alpha and beta
polymorphic forms of L-glutamic acid, together with a detailed
analysis of particle density and microstructure within alpha form
tablets using state -of-the-art X-ray computed tomography (XCT),
is presented. The Carr’s index is measured to be 19.7 and 35.2 for
the bulk powders of the prismatic alpha form and needle-like beta
form, respectively, revealing the alpha forms increased powder
flowability versus the beta form. XCT reveals the alpha form
consolidates under gravity more efficiently than beta, where the
final measured bed density of the alpha form is 0.724 g/cm3
compared to 0.248 g/cm3 for the beta form, which is found to be
caused by the inability of the beta particles to pack efficiently along
their needle axis. Tabletting studies reveal that the alpha form
consolidates into compacts of intermediate tensile strength,
whereas the beta form cannot be compacted under these
conditions. XCT analysis of tablets formed from α-form crystals
reveals two discrete density regimes, one low-density region of fine powder which accounts for 53.8% of the compact, and high-
density regions of largely intact single crystals which account for 44.2% of the compact. Further analysis of the tablet microstructure
reveals that the crystal particles are generally orientated with their basal {0 0 1} plane, normal to the compaction force and that small
microcracks which appear within the particles generally occur perpendicular to the surface and are orientated through possible {1 1
0} and {1 0 1} fracture planes. XCT also reveals evidence for incipient transformation between the meta-stable alpha to stable beta
phase at concentrations below that detected using laboratory X-ray diffraction. The results show that XCT can accurately measure
the extent of tapping induced densification and reveals the powder bed mesostructure characteristics and tablet microstructure for
the two polymorphic forms of alpha and beta L-glutamic acid.
1. INTRODUCTION
The quality by design paradigm1,2 for pharmaceutical product
development and manufacture requires a number of robust
computational models and workflows which can be used to
determine the downstream processability of a chosen product
formulation based on the material properties of its constituent
ingredients. Quantification of both the mechanical deformation
properties of a pharmaceutical material and the resulting
performance attributes during processing can be a critical step
in moving toward a digital design workspace.3−5 The habit,
mechanical, and surface properties of a crystalline solid can
impact strongly upon a number of process unit operations, in
particular, the compactability and flowability of bulk powders.
The compactability of a powder depends on the particle size,
shape, and particle surface properties. During compaction,
movement, breakage, and interactions can occur between
individual particles and between particles and process equip-
ment internals.6 Hence, the density of the powder within the
powder bed can change, leading in turn to variations in the
local material properties within the tablet. All this can impact
upon the content uniformity of the product and, in extreme
cases, result in variable dissolution profiles with a concomitant
impact on the safety and efficacy of the drug product leading to
product failures and increased production costs.
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X-ray computed tomography (XCT) has been employed for
use in many industrial applications but has potential utility in
the pharmaceutical industry for studying particle processing
behavior such as tableting. As X-rays pass through a sample,
their attenuation is related to the atomic weight of the material
and the amount of material, with the attenuation being given
by the Beer−Lambert law.7 The transmitted X-rays can be
recorded forming a two-dimensional (2D) projection radio-
graph. XCT works by collecting a set of radiographs as the
sample is rotated about 360°, from which a virtual three-
dimensional (3D) representation of the sample can be
reconstructed using a mathematical algorithm.8−10 The virtual
volume allows nondestructive analysis of the sample, and
hence XCT has been utilized in visualizing and quantitatively
investigating powder packing and particle movement during
compaction,11 measuring density variations in tablets,12−14
studying internal tablet defects such as crack propagation,15,16
and understanding the structural features of solid dosage forms
as well as the changes to them during manufacturing, handling,
and storage.17 Recent advances in both X-ray source and
detector technologies, in particular, the utilization of X-ray
optics in laboratory systems, has provided increased spatial
resolution to 0.6 μm and enhanced contrast,18 allowing the
quantification of the structure of tabletting grade lactose.19
XCT has been previously used in combination with X-ray
diffraction to reveal information about particle orientation in
stirred batch crystallizers to reveal the preferential orientation
of crystallites as a function of crystallization process
parameters.20,21 XCT has also been exploited in the area of
controlled drug delivery for exploring the relationships
between delivery device, formulation, structure, and perform-
ance.22−25
In this study L-glutamic acid (LGA) is used as a model
compound to study the impact of variation in the polymorphic
form and crystal habit on the consolidation behavior of the
material. LGA has a comparatively simple molecular structure
that crystallizes in two polymorphic forms, the metastable α-
form and the stable β-form.26,27 In aqueous solution, the
metastable α-form crystallizes at high cooling rates, whereas
the stable β-form crystallizes at lower cooling rates.26 The
polymorphic transformation between these two forms is
known to be monotropic and solvent-mediated.28−32 The
metastable α-form crystallizes as prisms, while the stable β-
form crystallizes as needle-like particles. Although the α-form is
metastable, it is very stable to transformation under laboratory
storage conditions. Molecular modeling studies have found
that the stability of these two polymorphic forms is size
dependent.33,34
The specific aim of the work presented here is to further
understand how organic crystalline materials of different crystal
polymorphic form and morphology consolidate to form
powder beds. This ultimately impacts the ability of a material
to form compacts, which is of particular importance to the
pharmaceutical industry where the favored route to an oral
dosage form is via direct compression of the formulation into
tablets.35,36 This study utilizes XCT to probe the impact of
particle habit and material mechanical properties of the alpha
and beta forms of LGA on the materials flow, consolidation,
and tabletability. This study also aims to provide a proof of
concept platform for the further application of XCT methods
to the study pharmaceutical materials processing and
formation.
2. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
2.1. Chemicals and Preparation. L-Glutamic acid C5H9NO4,
molecular weight: 147.13, Reagent Plus ≥99% was used as supplied
by Sigma-Aldrich. Deionized water was used for recrystallization
studies. L-Glutamic acid was recrystallized to prepare the two
polymorphic forms, alpha and beta, using a HEL Autolab 0.5 L
jacketed vessel with temperature control provided through a Julabo
F32 with attached PT100 thermocouple which was inserted into the
reactor. The contents of the vessel were agitated by constant stirring
at 200 rpm using a three blade pitched impeller. To recrystallize the
metastable alpha form, a solution of L-glutamic acid in deionized
water at 30 g/kg concentration was prepared in the reactor. This was
then subjected to a heating cycle from 25 °C to a holding temperature
of 90 °C for 1 h to allow full dissolution of solids. The solution was
then cooled at 0.7 °C/min to a lower holding temperature of 5 °C,
where the recrystallized solids were isolated using vacuum filtration
and dried in an oven at 40 °C. To obtain the beta form solids, the
methodology used for the alpha form was repeated; however, the
solution concentration was increased to 50 g/kg. and the cooling rate
was decreased to 0.1 °C/min.
2.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The samples were
prepared for scanning electron microscopy by dispersing 1 mg of the
powder from each specimen onto adhesive Sticky Tabs placed on 12.5
mm diameter aluminum pin stubs. An amount of excess powder was
removed by tapping the stubs, and the prepared specimen stubs were
sputter coated with a thin (approximately 10 nm) deposit of platinum
using a Quorum Q150TS coating unit operated at 20 mA for 1 min
using argon gas. The specimens were examined using a Carl Zeiss
SMT SUPRA 40VP field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-
SEM). The FE-SEM was operated at high vacuum with an
accelerating voltage of 3 V, and a specimen working distance of 12
mm. Secondary electron images were recorded at magnifications of
50× and 200×.
2.3. Bulk and Tapped Density Measurement. The tap density
apparatus (model SVM10, Copley/Erweka, Nottingham, UK; lift
height 3 mm, tapping frequency 150 taps/min) was used to determine
bulk and tapped density and Carr’s compressibility index. A tared 250
mL measuring cylinder was filled with test material to 100 mL, and
the volume and weight of the material were recorded. With minimal
disturbance to the measuring cylinder, it was transferred to the tap
density apparatus. From the volume and recorded mass, the bulk and
tapped density were calculated.
2.4. Tabletting Studies of L-Glutamic Acid Powders. The
tabletting test was performed using a Gamlen Tablet Press (GTP-1,
Gamlen Tableting Limited, Nottingham, UK). A total of 100 mg of
sample was compacted in a 6 mm die at a compaction pressure of 180
MPa and a speed of 60 mm/min. Prior to tablet ejection, the
detachment stress of the base die was measured manually using a 50
kg hand-held force gauge (Mecmesin, Slinfold, UK) placed at the side
of the base die.
2.5. X-ray Computed Tomography (XCT). 2.5.1. Data
Acquisition. Sample mounts for the two powders were created by
gluing a 2 cm length of 3 mm diameter polyamide tubing to a nail (see
Figure 1a). Alpha (mean size 200 μm) and beta (mean size 250 μm)
glutamic acid was poured into a sample mount to half of the height,
and an initial low-resolution scan was conducted in a Zeiss Xradia
520-DCT Versa system. The voltage was 80 kV, and the power was 7
W; a 4× objective magnification lens was used, with source and
detector distances of 31.02 mm and 8.00 mm respectively giving a
voxel size of 5.37 μm3. A 2× detector binning was used, and 1601
projections were collected with a 0.5 s exposure time. The sample
mount was removed from the Versa system and tapped by hand 10
times, before scanning again with the same scan parameters. This
process was repeated giving scans after 0, 10, 20, and 30 taps. Finally,
high resolution scans were performed. The voltage and power were
the same as for the low-resolution scans, but 1× detector binning, 10×
objective lens, and source and detector distances of 10.01 mm and
23.71 mm gave a voxel size of 1.00 μm3. A total of 3201 projections
were collected with a 4 s exposure time. A sample of beta glutamic
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acid was similarly created, and the same scanning procedure was
followed. Because of a limited amount of instrument beamtime
available, only two repeats of the tapping experiment for alpha were
possible and only one experiment for beta. Results for both alpha
experiments have been provided in S1 and S2 of the Supporting
Information. A portion of a tablet of alpha glutamic acid, created from
crystals larger than 200 μm compressed with 180 MPa, was fixed to
the end of Kapton tubing using epoxy (see Figure 1b). This was
scanned at 40 kV and 3 W using a 1× detector binning, source and
detector distances of 16.04 mm and 8 mm respectively and a 4×
objective lens. A total of 3201 projections were collected with 10 s
exposure times. The resulting voxel size of the reconstructed volume
was 2.25 μm. A small portion of the breakage interface was also
scanned at a higher resolution, using the 10× objective lens, 1×
detector binning and a pixel size of 0.78 μm. For this scan, the voltage
was 65 kV, the power was 5.5 W, and the source and detector
distances were 12 mm and 9 mm. A total of 3201 projections were
collected with an exposure time of 7 s.
2.5.2. Data Analysis. All of the data sets were reconstructed with
the native Zeiss Reconstruction software using the FDK algorithm to
form 3D virtual volumes of the samples, as shown in Figure 2a. The
3D virtual volume is essentially a 3D matrix that discretizes the sample
into individual voxels, with each element of the matrix having a
greyscale value that is proportional to the atomic weight of the
material within the corresponding voxel of the sample. These 3D
volumes were loaded into the commercial software Avizo (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, USA), with the low-resolution scans filtered using a
nonlocal means algorithm. A virtual horizontal slice through the
filtered data is shown in Figure 2b, showing distinct greyscale values
between the air (dark) and the tube and LGA particles (light). A mask
of the analysis region (Figure 2c) was created with the analysis
performed above the glue level to avoid local surface effects of the
glue on the powder bed. The powder was segmented using
autointensity partitioning, with Figure 2d showing the identified
particles. For each slice, the volume fraction was calculated as the ratio
of powder volume to analysis volume region. In other words, the
volume fraction is the ratio of red area in Figure 2d to red area in
Figure 2c. The powder density was calculated from the volume
fraction by multiplying by the material density. As the powder
densifies, there is a higher proportion of particles per unit volume, and
so a higher proportion of voxels shows as a lighter gray color. This
gives a higher volume fraction and thus a higher tapped density.
Horizontal slices, one voxel apart along the axial coordinate of the
powder bed, were analyzed to calculate the density at that bed height.
A total of 758 slices were used for alpha and 828 slices for beta, with
the difference between the polymorphs due to differing amounts of
glue in the final volume.
The data were smoothed using a sliding mean with a window of
100 slice measurements. This corresponds to a physical window
length of 537 μm, which is more than 2× the average particle size and
hence effectively allows the main pattern in the tap density as a
function of bed height to be seen without local variations due to either
differently sized individual particles or due to the position of virtual
slicing of the bed. The entire volume of the analysis region and the
entire volume of particles contained within that region were used to
calculate the overall bulk and tapped densities. As the volume of the
analysis region remains constant between tapping, the Carr’s index, C,
was calculated using eq 1,







where ρT is the tapped powder density and ρB is the bulk density of a
free flowed powder.
Individual particles were identified using a watershed and
morphological edge operation approach,19 with the inclination of
the maximum Feret diameter (hereafter called the Feret length) used
to measure the orientation of the particles for each run. The detail
provided by the high-resolution scans was used to qualitatively
examine the crystallographic orientations in the final tapped state.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Crystal Morphology of the Alpha and beta Form.
The morphology of the recrystallized L-glutamic acid
polymorphs, alpha and beta, are provided in Figure 3, panels
a and b, respectively. The SEM images highlight that the
external habit of the alpha polymorph is prismatic being
dominated by the large {0 0 2} top surfaces and side {1 1 1}
surfaces. Conversely, the beta polymorph crystallizes as needle-
like crystals which are also dominated by large slow growing {0
0 2} top surfaces. The alpha crystals were found to largely
remain intact following filtration with a low amount of
breakage, exhibiting well-defined crystallographic surfaces; the
beta crystals were found to exhibit large degrees of breakage
Figure 1. Sample arrangements for the X-ray computed tomography
experiments (a) a sample of alpha glutamic acid powder free flowed
into a polyamide tube, (b) half tableted sample of the alpha glutamic
acid was mounted by using a polyamide tubing fixed to a nail using
epoxy resin; for reference, the Kapton tube is 3 mm in diameter, and
the nail is 2.3 mm in diameter.
Figure 2. (a) A 3D visualization of the low-resolution scan of the bed
after 30 taps, with a small section cutaway revealing the powder
inside. (b) A horizontal virtual slice through the powder bed,
perpendicular to the axial coordinate, after filtering with a nonlocal
means filter. (c) The same slice overlaid with the analysis mask. (d)
The same slice overlaid with particles identified within the analysis
mask.
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following filtration and were less well-defined crystallo-
graphically.
3.2. Studies of Powder Packing of Alpha and Beta
Polymorphs. Figure 4 provides example virtual vertical cross-
sectional slices viewed perpendicular to the axial coordinate of
the alpha and beta powder beds during consolidation
experiments using the reported column tapping methodology.
An initial qualitative analysis of the powder bed morphology of
the two polymorphs reveals some striking differences between
the two: the first is the obvious increased densification of the
alpha powder bed during the consolidation process when
compared to the beta powder bed. This is particularly evident
by the number of particles which fail to reorganize their spatial
or angular position within the alpha bed structure, an example
of which is highlighted by the particles in the red circles on the
top row of Figure 4. Analysis of the vertical inclination angle of
the ferret length, shown in S3 of the Supporting Information,
confirms that there is no change in the vertical orientation of
the particles. This suggests that the alpha form reaches its
optimum packing efficiency at a higher rate compared to the
beta material. Second, the large amount of void space present
within the beta packed bed when compared to the alpha
packed bed was evident from analysis of the reconstructed
images of the packed columns in Figure 4. The void spaces in
the beta structure appeared at various locations within the
columns and seemed to be caused by poor geometrical
orientation of the beta particles; this is highlighted in the red
circles in the lower sequence of images in Figure 4.
Further analysis of the reconstructed XCT images shown in
Figure 4 yielded the volume of the powder together with the
void spaces in the powder beds and thus allows a quantitative
analysis of the bed density as a function of consolidation. The
Figure 3. (a) SEM image of alpha crystals grown from water solutions highlighting their prismatic morphology, (b) SEM image of beta crystals
grown from water solutions showing their needle-like morphology, (c) alpha and (d) beta form of LGA simulated morphology showing α-form
crystallizes in a prismatic morphology, while the stable β-form crystallizes with a needle-like morphology.
Figure 4. 2D reconstructed slices from the XCT scans viewed
perpendicular to the axial coordinate for the packed columns of alpha
(top, run 1) and beta (bottom) powders; the sequence highlights the
influence of tapping (number of taps inset in the image) on the
consolidation of the powder beds, going from a free flowed powder
(far left) to the powder bed after 30 taps (far right).
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bulk and tapped densities for the two powders calculated from
the tomographic images together with data from a conven-
tional “tapping down” method are compared in Table 1. The
bulk and tapped powder densities through the “tapping down”
method for the alpha form were measured as 0.632 g/cm3 and
0.788 g/cm3 respectively and 0.217 g/cm3 and 0.335 g/cm3
respectively for the beta form. This yields a Carr’s index of 19.7
and 35.2 for the alpha and beta forms respectively; this index is
typically used in many industries to assess the flowability of
powders. A value of 19.7 would be classified as fair flowability,
and a value of 35.2 would be classified as very poor
flowability.37
Exploiting the data from tomographic imaging, the initial
bulk densities of the alpha (run 1) and beta powders were
calculated to be 0.684 g/cm3 and 0.187 g/cm3 respectively.
These values were comparable to those measured through the
conventional “tapping down” method. Upon consolidation of
the alpha powder bed, there was an initial sharp increase in
powder bed density to a value of 0.746 g/cm3 after 10 taps,
followed by a stable value of 0.746 g/cm3 after 20 taps and
slight decrease to 0.724 g/cm3 after 30 taps. The beta form
powder bed was found to also undergo a sharp increase in bed
density during the initial consolidation phase to 0.226 g/cm3;
however, conversely to the alpha bed structure, there is a
steady increase in powder bed density during the experiments
from 0.243 to 0.248 g/cm3 after 20 and 30 taps, respectively.
This analysis reveals that the alpha powder reaches its
optimum packing density of ∼0.75 g/cm3 much faster than
the beta phase, which appears to be still undergoing
rearrangement and bed densification following 30 taps. Overall
the values of the powder bed densities measured through XCT
methods agree well with those measured through the “tapping
down” method, particularly for the alpha form, whereas for the
beta form, it is probable that the bed did not reach a steady
state of densification and hence the larger difference of the
tapped densities measured by the two methods.
Analysis of the XCT data allowed the density variations as a
function of bed height to be revealed. The smoothed data are
plotted in Figure 5a,b for the alpha (run 1) and beta powder
beds respectively as a function of the number of taps
(consolidation) during the experiment. Figure 5a reveals that
the alpha bed structure contains a high-density region at the
bottom of the bed ∼1 mm above the tube base; this region
undergoes a significant increase in densification between 0−10
taps during the initial consolidation phase. The high-density
region then undergoes a more gradual densification between
10 taps and 30 taps. This is most likely due to rearrangement
of the particle bed where the larger particles segregate toward
the bottom of base of the bed, and the smaller particles fill the
voids between these larger particles. Conversely, the top of the
alpha bed structure undergoes an initial densification followed
by a rapid loss of bed density between 10 taps and 30 taps,
Table 1. Measured Bulk Density, Tapped Density (g/cm3) Carr’s Index and Hausner’s Ratio of Alpha and Beta LGA through
Both Conventional “Tapping Down” Commonly Used in Industrial Practice and the Current XCT Experiments
measured powder density by XCT method (number of taps)
polymorphic form
measured powder density by the “tapping down”
method 0 10 20 30
alpha bulk density (g/cm3) 0.632
tapped density (g/cm3) 0.788 0.684 0.746 0.746 0.724
Carr’s index 19.7 8.2 8.2 5.5
Hausner’s ratio 1.25 1.0893 1.0895 1.0583
beta bulk density (g/cm3) 0.217
tapped density (g/cm3) 0.335 0.187 0.226 0.243 0.248
Carr’s index 35.2 17.1 22.8 24.4
Hausner’s ratio 1.54 1.2058 1.2953 1.3225
Figure 5. Variation in powder bed density of (a) alpha (run 1) and
(b) beta LGA along the powder bed axial coordinate, where the
higher the height in mm the closer to the top of the bed, as a function
of the number of taps (T1 = 0 taps, T2 = 10 taps, T3 = 20 taps, T4 =
30 taps).
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which is likely to be due to the overall segregation of the
particles and subsequent reduction in bed height.
The Supporting Information, S1 and S2, contains a
comparison between the two experimental runs for alpha.
Although run 2 shows slightly different behavior, with a
densification after each set of 10 taps, there is less than 5%
difference in the tapped densities at each stage. This is
encouraging considering that there was likely to be differences
in the strength of the taps between each scan as the tapping
was performed by hand. There would also be differences
arising from the initial filling of the powder bed and from the
construction of the sample mount. The strength of the tapping
could also be the reason for the decrease in the tapped density
between 20 and 30 taps in run 1. Close examination of the
tapped density against height for run 1 shows that there is
densification in the bottom 1 mm, with the bed becoming less
dense above this height. Observations showed that the top of
the powder bed, from 5 mm to the surface at 10 mm, was
prone to fluidization, hence why the lower portion of the bed
closest to the glue was always scanned in XCT. In this
particular case, i.e., 30 taps in run 1, the nature of the tapping
may have caused a larger proportion of the bed to be fluidized.
Figure 5b highlights how the powder bed structure of the
beta form behaves very differently to that of the alpha form
during the consolidation process. The densification of the bed
is a more gradual process and following the initial densification
during 0−10 taps, the shape of the density profile is then very
homogeneous from 10 taps to 30 taps in comparison to the
alpha bed structure. This is most likely caused by the needle-
like particle morphology of the beta phase restricting the
geometrical reorientation of the particles within the bed
resulting in a more isotropic densification process, where the
variation in density in the axial coordinate of the bed varies to a
lesser extent than in the case of the alpha bed structure.
Critically, this analysis highlights the fundamental differences
in the consolidation process of the alpha and beta packed beds,
where the prismatic morphology of the alpha form allows
significant reorientation of the particles within the powder bed
leading to very high-density regimes at the bottom of the
column. In contrast, the beta phase morphology restricts
particle reorientation, and hence its consolidation is more
isotropic throughout the axial coordinate of the bed, where the
overall bed morphology changes very little in comparison to
the case of alpha.
The impact of the particle morphology on the consolidation
process is further highlighted in Figure 6, which shows a high
definition 3D cross sectional image through the powder beds
of alpha (a) and beta (b). The alpha bed morphology is shown
to consist of the large prismatic particles orientated in such a
manner that the {0 0 2} surfaces point vertically upward; i.e.,
the normal to the surface lies parallel to the axial coordinate of
the powder bed. Note that the previous geometric analysis
using the Feret length is not sufficient for checking the
orientation of the {0 0 2} face. Consider the middle picture in
Figure 3c. Here the Feret length is orientated horizontally with
the {0 0 2} face pointing vertically upward. However, if the
particle was rotated by 90° about the b axis, the Feret length
would still be horizontal, but now {0 0 2} would also be
horizontal. Nevertheless, careful analysis of Figure 6 bearing in
mind the morphology of Figure 3c shows the {0 0 2} face to be
pointing vertically upward, increasing the packing efficiency.
Additionally, it was found that the smaller particles arranged
within the gaps between the larger crystallites and that their
relative orientation was more random with respect to the bed
axial coordinate. In contrast, the beta bed structure, shown in
Figure 6b, consists of the needle particles assembled into a
“web” like structure due to preferred orientation of the
particles needle axis perpendicular to axial bed coordinate. This
appears to cause “tangling” of the particles where large
amounts of void space is observed between particles resulting
in the lower measured density of the bed in relation to the
alpha bed morphology.
3.3. Evidence for the Initiation of Polymorphic
Transformation from the Metastable Alpha Form to
the Stable Beta Form. Detailed examination of the high
resolution XCT scans of the alpha phase powder also revealed
the presence of a few crystallites of the stable beta phase in
close proximity to the alpha crystals as shown in Figure 7. The
alpha phase is known to be metastable relative to the beta
phase and can undergo a monotropic phase transformation to
the stable beta structure in the presence of moisture. Previous
work38−40 has shown that this polymorphic transition can
proceed through the secondary nucleation of the beta phase on
the {0 1 1} and {1 1 1} habit faces of the alpha crystals, where
the fast growing {1 0 1} needle capping surfaces of beta form
Figure 6. Reconstructed image cross-section of the powder beds from
XCT analysis of (a) alpha and (b) beta powders, the 3D image
provides a view of the powder bed morphology and its variation along
the axial coordinate.
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can be nucleated by the template provided by the availability of
free (unbound) amino groups at the transformation interface.
This mechanism, whereby the needle-like beta crystals seem to
have nucleated on the alpha crystals, can be seen in Figure 7.
Although it is difficult from this analysis to fully assess the
initial nucleation point of the beta phase, the images do show
an interesting interaction between the two polymorphic
phases. The beta crystals at point A in Figure 7 seem to be
“consuming” the alpha phase as they have nucleated and begun
to grow not only from but also into the {0 0 2} surface of a
nearby alpha crystal. Interestingly, examination of the initial
alpha phase powder by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)
found no evidence for the presence of the beta phase. Mindful
that previous work has shown that PXRD can only routinely
measure polymorph content to a lower limit of ca. 0.5 wt %,41
this would suggest that the quantity of the beta phase present
within the alpha form powder would be likely to be
significantly less than this, highlighting, in turn, the sensitivity
of the XCT method. Although not a major focus of this paper,
this observation demonstrates the potential utility of XCT in
studying polymorphic interconversion at its early stages, for
example, during powder storage and subsequent processing,
and that this could be a motivation for more detailed studies in
the future.
3.4. Structural Analysis of Tablet Consolidation. To
further explore the consolidation behavior of the L-glutamic
acid polymorphs, pure powders were compacted into tablets
where the alpha form produced tablets of medium tensile
strength, and the beta form could not be compacted into
tablets of any tensile strength at the same compaction
pressures; examples are provided in Figure 8.
To investigate the observed compaction differences between
the two polymorphic forms the internal structure of the alpha
tablet was investigated, and a 3D reconstruction of the
compact is provided in Figure 9, which highlights vertical and
horizontal cross sections through the tablet. An initial
qualitative analysis of the 3D reconstruction reveals that
there are different density regions within the tablet. The first
are high-density regions shown in white in the cross sectional
images, and the second are low-density regions shown in gray,
together with pockets of trapped air, which are revealed in
black in the images. Interestingly, the higher density regions
appear to be single crystals of alpha, which survive the high
pressure compaction process, and the lower density regions
appear to be particles that have undergone significant size
reduction to a fine powder. In general, the fine powder in the
low-density regimes links the higher density particles by filling
the void spaces between them. These high-resolution images
also show fine microcracks within the single alpha crystals
where the majority originate at the {0 0 2} surface and run
perpendicular to the face normal.
A histogram of the entire image is provided in Figure 10 to
give a quantitative assessment of the tablets’ internal structure.
This indicates that there are two very distinctive density
regions inside the tablet which can be separated based on their
pixel grayscale value. The data in Table 2 show that 2% of the
tablet is void space of trapped air, and 98% is L-glutamic acid
and the high-density regions make up 44.2% of the tablet and
53.8% is made up of the low-density regions. It should be
noted that to differentiate between the high- and low-density
regimes within the tablet, the X-ray tube voltage was set to a
low value, and hence the images had a lower resolution of
∼2.25 μm. This lower resolution increased the difficulty in
separating the solid/air interface during the analysis and would
explain the particularly high values of solid present within the
compact measured in this experiment.
This analysis demonstrates that large regions of the compact
comprise large dense alpha crystallites which do not appear to
disintegrate on compaction, and in contrast, large regions exist
where the powder has undergone a dramatic size reduction to a
fine powder. This is surprising since the initial alpha powder
which was filled into the die was shown to have a reasonably
large size distribution of 100−200 μm as shown in the SEM
images in Figure 3, and yet more than half of the tablet mass is
made up of a very fine powder. This leads to a hypothesis that
the smaller particles within the alpha powder distribution are
reduced to a very small size ∼<10 μm, but the larger particles
withstand the compaction pressures and are distributed
throughout the compact within the finer powder. Further
studies as a function of compaction force are required to
quantify this.
To further investigate the fracture mechanism of the
observed cracked intact alpha particles, individual crystallites
were isolated from the 3D reconstruction shown in Figure 9,
and their microstructure were investigated. Figure 11 shows
two particles and their location within the tablet on the left of
the image (a and c) and a semitransparent rendering of the
same particles with the trapped air between fracture surfaces
highlighted in green, on the right (b and d). The internal
Figure 7. A virtual vertical cross-section through the high-resolution
XCT scan of the final alpha powder bed showing the existence of
needle-like beta crystals following polymorphic transformation.
Figure 8. Image of example compacts of the alpha and beta powders
once compacted on a Gamlen tablet press, the alpha powder (right)
compacts to well-formed tablets of intermediate tensile strength,
whereas the beta powder (left) forms compacts of zero tensile
strength.
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cracks within the particles can be seen where the mechanism of
fracture is confirmed to start perpendicular to the {0 0 2}
surfaces, and this is the case for both cracks in both crystallites.
Close examination of the powder grain microstructure did not
reveal the obvious existence of any substantial plastic
deformation, which might be evidenced by particles containing
bands of slip planes. Examination of the 3D packing for LGA
(see Figure 12) suggests that the most likely fracture surface
would be {0 0 2}. The intact crystals were found to be
orientated with respect to the compaction force normal to this
plane, hence with no resolved shear stress along the preferred
fracture plane, and then fracture along the {0 0 2} planes
would not be feasible. This perhaps explains why fracture
surfaces observed were through secondary fracture planes,
notably, {1 1 0} and {1 0 1}.
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
This work demonstrates a novel application of modern X-ray
computed tomography techniques to study the fundamental
consolidation properties of the related alpha and beta
polymorphic phases of L-glutamic acid. The alpha form was
found to consolidate under gravity much more effectively than
the beta form in powder tapping experiments, where the alpha
form taps down to a final value of 0.724 g/cm3 compared to
value of 0.248 g/cm3 for the beta phase. Qualitative assessment
of high resolution XCT scans suggested that this caused by the
alpha morphology, which stacks perpendicular to its {0 0 2}
surface and where smaller particles fill the remaining voids.
Conversely, the beta form stacks with its needle axis broadly
perpendicular to the powder bed axial coordinate forming a
“web” of interlocked particles which reduces the bed’s ability to
reorientate the particles. XCT imaging of an alpha tablet
revealed two distinct density regimes within the tablet where
high-density regimes were made up of single crystals and the
low-density regimes of fine powder.
Figure 9. Vertical and horizontal cross-sections (right) through the X-ray reconstructed volume (left) of the alpha form tablet, highlighting the
different powder density regions and the intact single particles of alpha LGA.
Figure 10. A histogram of the entire image highlights two areas of
significantly different densities within the alpha tablet.
Table 2. Analysis of the Volume Fraction within the Alpha
Tablet, with Calculations Highlighting the Amount of High
versus Low Density Material by Their Respective Volumes
within the Tablet
% air (within tablet) 2.0
% solids (within tablet) 98.0
% low density 53.8
% high density 44.2
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The analysis of both the powder bed and tablet would be
enhanced further through validation of the crystal orientations.
The geometric orientations used earlier in this work could not
distinguish between different crystallographic planes, and
hence other methods are needed to validate the qualitative
assessments. However, traditional methods such as wide-angle
X-ray scattering (WAXS) would require the sample to be
modified from the XCT preparation making a direct
comparison and validation impossible. Laboratory Diffraction
Contrast Tomography (LabDCT) has recently emerged as a
laboratory technique for measuring crystal orientations of
metals, metalloids, and silicon, with work currently underway
to extend this to organic polycrystalline solids.42 Proof of
concept work has been carried out using synchrotron radiation
on the case study system L-glutamic acid, and the hope is this
will be extended to laboratory sources for organic crystalline
materials.43 This would provide a natural way to enhance the
XCT results with crystallographic information.
These findings demonstrate the utility of the current state of
the art XCT capabilities to identify the morphology of
individual particles together with interparticle microstructure,
notably, density distributions, in practical organic processing
systems. This study has also provided some critical 3D powder
processing data which can be used to improve computational
simulations of such behavior using finite and discrete element
methods (FEM and DEM) of powder flow, consolidation, and
compaction to simulate how changes in the solid form have the
potential to impact during processing.44,45 In particular, the use
of voxel-based DEM simulations46−48 has the potential to
embed crystal surface-specific parameters into the simulations
to predict the behavior of faceted particulates as a function of
processing, and through the provision of XCT data much more
representative DEM models may evolve in time.
This work was an initial proof of concept study, and while
results are encouraging, further work is needed to understand
the precision of the XCT experiments. Repeated measure-
ments using the same exact setup would allow the experimental
error to be quantified. Standardization of the sample mount,
initial filling, and tapping would also increase the precision of
the technique, but would require methods to be developed for
repeatedly loading the tube and an automated tapping
mechanism synchronized with the XCT equipment.49
This proof of concept work also has the potential for
characterizing the behavior of formulated pharmaceutical
systems, e.g., the impact of varied concentrations of active
pharmaceutical ingredients and excipients within a formulation
on processing performance, potentially leading to the develop-
ment of simulation tools and workflows for optimizing, e.g., the
content uniformity of formulations in terms of their blending,
flow ,and compaction unit operations. The latter is particularly
timely regarding current interest in the multiscale design of
continuous direct compression manufacturing processes.50,51
Such studies may also benefit from combining laboratory-
based XCT for quasistatic analysis coupled with the use of
synchrotron radiation based tomographic imaging to study the
dynamics of particle processing under representative con-
ditions.
Figure 11. Visualization of two separate single particles, (b) and (d) from the breakage interface of the alpha tablet (a) and (c) respectively where
particle (b) has been reoriented relative to the image in (a) to show clearly the cracks within the crystal. These reconstructions highlight the
characteristic {0 0 2}, {1 1 1}, and {0 1 1} surfaces of the alpha morphology. The crystallographic axes have been provided with red arrows to show
the orientation of the a and b axes. The particles have been rendered transparent to expose the microstructure within, revealing the fracture planes
of the particles to be perpendicular to the {0 0 2} surfaces, and the regions shown in green indicate areas of air trapped between two fracture
surfaces. The crystal in (d) also shows characteristic slip (more obvious at surface with * red arrow) of the plane parallel to the crack shown in
green.
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In short, the proof of concept data and analysis in this
manuscript show how XCT could provide invaluable
information as to how particulate surfaces interact within 3D
powders, providing new leads for investigating the surface
chemistry origins of the interparticulate interactions.
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